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Shortly before she dies of starvation, she tells Oakhurst to give her rations to the bride-to-be so that she will
have a better chance of surviving. In a previous brief encounter with Oakhurst, Tom had found him to be kind
and gentlemanly, so Tom treats him as a gentleman rather than as a shifty card shark. Oakhurst took the
Innocent aside and showed him a pair of snow-shoes he had fashioned from the old pack-saddles. However,
not all the reviews were completely complimentary. Includes a bibliography. Throughout the story, Harte
demonstrates that where human nature is concerned, reality is often more complex than appearances indicate.
Later, a horseman from Sandy Bar arrives at the camp. Harte and Twain characterize these people in their
stories and compare to real people. In , Harte moved to San Francisco. A young woman lay dead in the
passenger side of the vehicle, swarmed by medics. Genre Genre is the term used to denote a category of
literature. It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of the Gold Rush as a historical event; within two years,
the sparsely settled territory of California had become the fastest growing state in the union. The gambler
announced that if by the aid of these Tom could reach Poker Flat in two days, his sweetheart could be saved.
Similarly, the ejection of the outcasts from Poker Flat provides them with an opportunity for self-reflection.
By the s, the West was becoming more and more settled, and the vigilante justice of the frontier days was fast
fading. The ideas he presents in this book are both plausible and convincing. Humans just get out of their
environment and escape all of the problems that they are facing. The comparison readers can have with Huck
Finn would be for some the trouble with parents or authority. His new writings failed to achieve the acclaim of
his earlier stories, and he was no longer able to command premium prices for his work. Even though the
post-bellum years were perceived to be a time of imminent opportunity, much of the nation was suffering from
the effects of the war. Among these objectionable characters are professional gambler John Oakhurst; a
prostitute known as Duchess; her madam, Mother Shipton ; and Uncle Billy, the town drunkard and a
suspected thief. On the basis of an earlier encounter with Oakhurst, Simson decides to assist the outcasts,
whom he treats with respect, ignorant of their undesirable status. Throughout the s, Harte continued to write
short stories and also authored two plays, one in collaboration with Twain, titled Ah Sin. Indeed, this
assessment is supported when the Innocent and Pineyâ€”the two most wholesome, honest, forthright
characters the story offersâ€”arrive and perceive the outcasts as anything but the sinners they supposedly are.
The earliest adaptation was a silent film produced by Universal Studios. Glover, Donald E. Huck enjoys being
outside and runs away from his father, while Jim wants to help Huck Finn and is tired of being treated like dirt
as a slave. At least one Harte scholar, Harold H. Quinn, Arthur Hobson. During the next two years, he
continued to edit the Overland Monthly and contribute more short stories to it. Simson has enough food to last
the party ten days and enthusiastically offers to share. Tom Simson Referred to as "the Innocent," Tom is a
young man who runs away with his lover, Piney Woods, to get married.


